TITLE IX CAMPUS CONTACTS

MISSOURI

PARK UNIVERSITY
Roger Dusing, Title IX Coordinator
816.584.6386 || roger.dusing@park.edu

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI KANSAS CITY
Mikah Thompson, Title IX Coordinator
816.235.6910 || thompsonmikah@umkc.edu

WILLIAM JEWELL COLLEGE
Dr. Andy Pratt, Title IX Coordinator
816.415.7557 || pratta@william.jewell.edu

METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Maple Woods
Karen Moore, Title IX Coordinator
816.604.3175 || Karen.moore@mcckc.edu
Blue River
Jon Burke, Title IX Coordinator
816.604.6620 || jon.burke@mcckc.edu
Penn Valley
Yvette Sweeney, Title IX Coordinator
816.604.4114 || yvette.sweeney@mcckc.edu
Business and Technology Center
Ryan Meador, Ph.D., Title IX Coordinator
816.604.5229 || ryan.meador@mcckc.edu

AVILA UNIVERSITY
Janet McManus, Title IX Coordinator
816.501.3618 || janet.mcmanus@avila.edu

KANSAS CITY UNIVERSITY OF MEDICINE AND BIOSCIENCES
Stacy Jackson, Title IX Coordinator
816.654.7065 || scjackson@kumb.edu

ROCKHURST UNIVERSITY
Kimberly Brant King, Title IX Coordinator
816.501.4036 || Kimberly.brantking@rockhurst.edu
TITLE IX CAMPUS CONTACTS

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL MISSOURI
Corey Bowman Ed.D., Title IX Coordinator
660.543.4114 || bowman@ucmo.edu